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Abstract 

In environmental engineering the concrete expanded-plate pile (The CEP pile) is a new type pile, which is 
different from the ordinary cast-in-place concrete pile, through the special device, the bearing plate is set in 
the specific position of the pile, so the bearing capacity of the pile can be improved ecologically. Clay soil is 
the main soil layer used for burring the bearing plate, because the moisture content of clay soil layer has a 

certain influence on bearing capacity, in this paper, the changes of uplift bearing capacity of the CEP pile and 
soil failure behavior in the case of different moisture content are studied by environmental engineering 
model test of undisturbed soil, and it will be simulated and analyzed by using ANSYS finite element software, 

the analysis results are compared and come to a conclusion，and then the existing design theory of the CEP 

pile can be perfected, which can provide reliable theory basis for the popularization and application of this 
type of pile and develop solutions to environmental problems. 
Keywords: environmental engineering, moisture content, clay soil, the concrete expanded-plate pile (The 

CEP pile), vertical load 
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INTRODUCTION 

Environmental engineering is the application of 

science and engineering principles to improve the 

environment (air, water, and/or land resources), to 

provide healthful water, air, and land for human 

habitation and for other organisms, and to remediate 

polluted sites. Environmental engineers use the 

principles of engineering, soil science, biology, and 

chemistry to develop solutions to environmental 

problems. They work to improve recycling, waste 

disposal, public health, and water and air pollution 

control. They also address global issues, such as unsafe 

drinking water, climate change, and environmental 

sustainability.  

Because of the development of society, the land in 

major cities is becoming increasingly lack, modern 

buildings is developing toward the direction of more 

higher and stable. And the premise of making the tall 

buildings and structures to be constructed, is to have a 

solid foundation, pile foundation is an important 

foundation form of modern tall buildings, super-high 

tall buildings and bridges, viaduct and other structures. 

Among the many new type pile, the CEP pile has 

advantages of high bearing capacity, small settlement, 

the plate position of pile designed flexibility, higher 

social benefits and economic benefits, which is applied 

in engineering practices, and receives the community’s 

praise (Qian and Xu 2014). There are many factors that 

influence the uplift bearing capacity of the single CEP 

pile, whose stress situation is complex. In addition to the 

factors of the pile itself, such as the plate space, the slope 

angle of plate, the number of plate, etc., the effect of the 

change of moisture content of soil for the uplift bearing 

capacity of CEP pile is particularly prominent (Tian et 

al. 2016). In this paper, through the model test and 

simulation analysis by ANSYS finite element software, 

it is comparatively analyzed and studied that the 

moisture content of soil affects the uplift bearing 

capacity of the concrete expanded-plate pile and failure 

behavior of soil (Qian et al. 2013), and then it will 

perfect the existing calculation and design theory of the 

concrete expanded-plate pile, and lay a good foundation 

for the practical application of the project. 

UNDISTURBED SOIL TEXT 

Preparation Phase of Test 

Common clay soil is selected as the test soil, and 

through the self-made equipment for getting soil, the 

undisturbed soil is obtained from the site. The survey 
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of soil of the engineering site is completed by the Jilin 

Jianzhu University Survey Company (Slavchev et al. 

2015). From “The Geological Investigation Report” 

issued and soil test results indoor, it can be known that, 

the cohesion of soil is 59 kPa, the internal friction angle 

is 12°, the density is 1.86 g/cm3, natural moisture 

content is 29.6%, liquid limit ωL=35.1%, plastic limit 

ωP=22.7% and the elastic modulus Es=2.5×104MPa. 

In order to facilitate the production of the uplift 

expanded-plate pile model, in the test of this paper,   the 

CEP pile are reduced into the steel pile by a certain 

proportion (Qian and Wang 2016). According to the 

existing research conclusions, the influence ranges of 

the uplift pile on soil surrounding the pile is about 4 to 

5 times of the cantilever length of plate, the uplift pile is 

made into a pile type at a scale of 1:50, which is named 

as pile No.10. The parameters of uplift pile test model 

are shown in Table 1, and the picture of the uplift pile 

model is shown in Fig. 1. 

The device for getting soil mainly consists of two 

parts: concave steel plate and flat steel plate. The design 

of the device for getting soil is inspired from getting the 

sample by drilling core in geotechnical engineering 

surveys, compared with it, the device for getting soil is 

laterally enlarged in a high proportion, while the vertical 

scale is reduced in a high proportion (Wang and Gong 

2015). Both the lower portion of concave iron plate and 

flat plate are made a wedge shape, so that the device for 

getting soil can be pressed into the soil easily. The 

device for getting soil is not only used for getting soil, 

but also for testing. During the test, the flat steel plate is 

removed, and the CEP pile model is pressed into the 

undisturbed soil body, then the glass plate is attached 

and fix with a fixing clamp. The reason why the glass 

plate have to be installed is that, the actual failure 

behavior of soil needs to be seen during the test, which 

is can not do by flat steel (Eryigit and Ulu 2014). 

According to the test requirement, the size of device for 

getting soil is 400mm x 200mm x 320mm, the quantities 

is 4. The design picture of the device for getting soil is 

shown in Fig. 2. 

Table 1. The parameter of uplift pile test model 

 
Main pile 

diameter（（（（mm）））） 
Plate diameter 

(mm) 

Plate height 

(mm) 
Slope angle 

Pile length 

(mm) 

Quantity of 

pile 

Actual parameter 500 1500 500 31° 10000  

Model parameter 10 30 10 31° 200+30 4 

(Note: The top of the pile length is added 30mm in order to facilitate the loading of the length of the soil layer) 

    

(Note: Different numbers of points above the pile model represent the pile in soil with different moisture content，the more points, the lower 

the moisture content.) 

Fig. 1. The uplift pile model picture 

  

Fig. 2. The equipment for getting undisturbed soil 
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The Process of Test 

The operating procedures for the preparation of the 

test (Qian et al. 2015) are as follow: to get the 

undisturbed soil, to load for the CEP pile, to conduct 

the test loading and collect date. 

To get the undisturbed soil: the silty clay layer with 

better bearing capacity is selected as the soil layer where 

the enlarging plates is embedded in the model test. 

To load the CEP pile: the loading process of the 

CEP piles is mainly divided into the following several 

steps: to put the device for getting soil on the loading 

platform, to dismantle steel plate on the side of burring 

the expanded-plate pile model, to move the device for 

getting soil so that the top of the pile is aligned with the 

loading beam, to start loading and recording the relevant 

data. 

To conduct the test loading and collect date: data 

collection mainly has four parts: vertical displacement 

of the expanded-plate pile, vertical bearing capacity of 

the expanded-plate pile, photos of the failure of soil 

surrounding the expanded-plate pile, measurement of 

moisture content of soil. 

Analysis of Test Data 

Through the test data, and the load-displacement 

data of the model pile with different moisture content 

of soil are collated and analyzed, the corresponding 

relationship between the number of the CEP pile and 

the soil moisture content is shown in Table 2. By 

collating the test data, the load-displacement contrast 

curves of No.1, 2, 3, 4 pile are obtained as shown in Fig. 

3. 

According to the comparison of the load-

displacement curves of different piles from the Fig. 2, it 

can be seen that the change of load and displacement of 

the the CEP pile is in a certain direct proportion in the 

initial stage of loading. To load continually to the CEP 

pile, the load-displacement curve is convex upwards, 

which indicates that the load on the CEP pile and the 

displacement of it don’t linearly change at this stage, this 

is due to the existence of the bearing enlarging plate, it 

results the larger corresponding load is needed at the 

same displacement of pile.  

 Continue to load the CEP pile, from the load-

displacement curve of pile, it can be seen that the curve 

gradually comes to flat from convex upwards at the 

beginning, which shows when the change of load on the 

CEP pile is little, but the vertical displacement of the 

pile increases rapidly, at this time, it is considered to be 

destroyed and the test is over. The four curves are all 

similar, and the displacement increases with the 

increasing of load. The difference is that with the 

different moisture content of soil, the change rate of 

load on the expanded-plate pile under is different with 

the increase of the displacement. The vertical bearing 

capacity of pile No.1 (moisture content 26%) is small, 

the biggest bearing capacity of vertical uplift is 0.583KN. 

The bearing capacity of pile No.2, pile No.3 and pile 

No.4 is improved greatly comparing with pile No.1, and 

they all increase evenly with the decrease of moisture 

content. Therefore, it can be concluded from the above 

data and analysis that, the biggest vertical uplift bearing 

capacity of the CEP pile is decreased with the increasing 

of moisture content of soil. When the moisture content 

of soil is above 26%, the bearing capacity of the CEP pile 

is low. And in practical engineering, when estimating 

the bearing capacity of the CEP pile, it should be 

multiplied by a coefficient more than 1. When the 

moisture content of soil is less than 22.2%, the biggest 

Table 2. The relation between the pile number and the moisture content of soil 
No. of Pile No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 

Moisture content. 26% 22.2% 20.5% 17% 

 

 

Y- Load (KN)  X- Displacement (MM) 

Fig. 3. The comparison picture of load-displacement of No.1, 2, 3, 4 model pile 
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bearing capacity of the CEP pile is obviously improved, 

and in practical engineering, when estimating the 

bearing capacity of concrete the expanded-plate pile, it 

should be multiplied by a coefficient less than 1. 

Analysis of Pictures on the Failure Process 

The following is the case of the uplift pile with the 

highest soil moisture content in order to observe the 

failure behavior of soil at the top and bottom of plate, 

and soil surrounding the CEP pile. As shown in Fig. 4. 

It can be clearly seen from Fig. 4, the whole failure 

process of the CEP pile with half-section in the test 

from loading to complete failure of soil. According to 

the test process, and combined with the load-

displacement curve of pile, the whole failure process can 

be divided into three stages, as follows: 

 At the first stage, the initial stage of expanded-plate 

pile to be loaded, the force subjected to pile is more 

obvious, while the vertical displacement of the pile is 

small. Due to the action of vertical force, the shear 

failure occurs in soil at the end of plate, which forms a 

small crack. Because the soil under the plate and the 

lower surface of the plate are bonding, they are not 

separated, but there are also looming cracks that can be 

seen. Because the test is at the initial stage of loading, 

the compression on the pile is relatively small, and the 

soil at the top of plate does not change obviously. 

Then the second stage, at this stage, with the 

increasing of vertical load, the shear force of the soil at 

the end of plate is increasing and the crack of soil is 

expanding continuously. But the soil crack is not linear 

for expansion, with the increasing of load, the soil 

begins to expand upward. With the test progressing, the 

soil at the bottom of plate begins to separate from the 

plate. And the empty area appears gradually at the 

bottom of plate, which becomes more and more larger. 

While calculating the bearing capacity of the single 

expanded-plate pile, the length of this part of the empty 

area should be removed from the length of the friction 

resistance corresponding range. As the test progresses, 

the soil at the top of plate becomes denser and denser, 

which can be seen by the shape of the water which is 

pressed by the soil to be pasted on the glass panel. With 

the further test, the sliding failure begins to develop, and 

the sliding line is developed at a right angle to the lower 

edge of the plate of expanded-plate pile. 

The third stage, with the test continues, the empty 

area under the plate becomes larger and larger, and the 

sliding line of the soil at the top of plate becomes more 

and more obvious, and the recovery state appears. 

Continue to load on the expanded-plate pile, the 

vertical displacement of the pile is more and more 

obvious. While change range of the vertical force is 

small, the displacement increases quickly. At this point 

the soil surrounding the pile has come to failure. 

Comparing Analysis of Pictures on the Failure 

Process with Different Moisture Content 

In order to observe the failure behavior of soil at the 

top and bottom of plate, the following is the picture of 

the uplift pile model with different moisture content, 

including the picture before failure and after failure, as 

shown in Fig. 5. 

It can be seen from the comparing picture before test 

and after test, that the composition of bearing capacity 

of uplift pile is the side friction of pile, the bearing of 

the plate and the weight of pile itself, but is not the 

simple superimposition. For the side friction of pile, 

which length range should be the total length of pile 

reducing the length of empty area under the plate. The 

results gained from the test complies with the results of 

the theory analysis. For the end resistance of plate, 

which is not the area of plate multiplying the design 

value of compression resistance of soil under the plate. 

Because it can be seen from the figure, the influence 

range of soil at the top of plate is not the shape of 

rectangle, while, at the edge of plate, the range of soil 

compressed expands outside, which will withdrawal to 

the side of pile when the soil compressed come to 

    
(a)                                      (b)                                   (c)                                   (d) 

Fig. 4. The whole process of failure behavior of soil of pile No.1 
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failure, the soil destructed appears as heart-shape. So, 

the traditional calculating method of resistance of plate 

is unreasonable, the bearing capacity of plate should be 

calculate by sliding line theory, which is more follow 

the practical and more accuracy. The results from the 

test complies with the results of theory calculation. 

SIMULATION ANAYSIS OF THE CEP PILE 

BY ANSYS FINITE ELEMENT SOFTWARE 

Analysis of Displacement Results 

The theoretical analysis overcomes many 

disadvantages of the objective conditions in the 

experimental study, so in order to analyze more in detail 

the effect of the moisture content of soil on the 

properties of the CEP pile, the study on properties of 

CEP pile is added when the soil moisture content is 

19%, 21%, 25%, 28% . The relation between pile 

number and moisture content as shown in Table 3. 

The vertical displacement of a fixed point of the 

model Z1-Z8 is extracted from the ANSYS post 

processor after each load of 100KN, and the curve of the 

vertical displacement along with the load is drawn as 

shown in Fig. 6. 

As shown in Fig. 8, the gradient of model Z8 is the 

largest and the gradient of model Z1 and Z2 is the 

smallest. As the test progresses, the vary trend of model 

Z1-Z5 is roughly the same, while the gradient of model 

Z6-Z8 is larger and larger, the corresponding vertical 

displacement is more and more bigger. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that when the moisture content of soil is 

less than 22.2%, the displacement-load curve shows a 

linear change, the vertical displacement of the uplift 

expanded-plate pile increases slowly, and the uplift 

bearing capacity of the uplift expanded-plate pile is 

larger. And in practical engineering, when estimating 

the bearing capacity of the CEP pile, it should be 

multiplied by a coefficient more than 1. When the 

moisture content of soil of the the uplift expanded-plate 

pile is more than 25%, the uplift bearing capacity of the 

uplift expanded-plate pile is small, and in practical 

engineering, when estimating the bearing capacity of 

the CEP pile, it should be multiplied by a coefficient 

    

(a)No.10+”•”pile   (b)No.10+”••” pile   (c)No.10+”•••” pile    (d)No.10+”••••”pile 

Fig. 5. The pictures on the failure behavior with different moisture content 

Table 3. The relation between pile number and moisture content 
No. of pile Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 

Moisture content 17% 19% 20.5% 21% 22.2% 25% 26% 28% 
 

 

Fig. 6. The load- displacement curve of the model with different moisture content 
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more than 1. All of above are in full compliance with the 

experimental results. 

Comparative Analysis of Model Test and 

Simulation Analysis 

Taking the uplift expanded-plate pile with the 

moisture content 20.5% of soil as an example, the 

change trend of the load-displacement curve for the 

model test and the simulation analysis is formed, in 

which the No.3 test uplift pile corresponds to the No.3 

simulated uplift pile as shown in Fig. 7. 

From the comparative analysis of the displacement-

load curve obtained from the test and simulation 

analysis of the uplift expanded-plate pile in Fig. 6，it 

can be seen that the displacement of the test uplift pile 

and the simulated uplift pile increases with the 

increasing of the load, and the change trend of the curve 

is basically the same. The difference is that in the test 

the displacement-load curve has a small deviation in a 

region, which is caused by the non ideal state of the test. 

On the whole, the two conclusions are consistent. 

MODIFICATION OF CALCULATION 

FORMULA OF UPLIFT BEARING CAPACITY 

OF SINGLE PILE 

According to the results of previous studies, the 

calculation mode of uplift single-plate pile has been 

concluded as follows (Qian et al. 2015): 

�� � ��� � ��� � �� (1) 

(Note: 	: uplift;  
�: extended plate;  ��: pile side; 

�: pile.) 

In the case of different moisture content of soil, the 

biggest bearing capacity of single pile is obtained 

through simulation study and calculation formula, and 

the specific values are shown in Table 4. It can be seen 

from Table 4 that there are big differences between the 

biggest bearing capacity of single expanded-plate pile 

which is obtained through simulation study and 

calculation formula, and there is a certain ratio between 

above the two conditions, which is enlargement or 

reduction coefficient of theoretical formula as 

coefficient β, from Table 4, the the ratio coefficient λ 

corresponding to different moisture content of soil is 

different. When the moisture content of soil is less than 

19%, the ratio coefficient is close to 1.65, when the 

 
(a)  the load-displacement curve of No.3 test uplift pile 

 

(b) the load-displacement curve of No.3 simulated uplift pile 

Fig. 7. The test and simulation displacement-load curve contrast 
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moisture content of soil is more than 20.5% and less 

than 22%, the ratio coefficient is close to 1.4, when the 

moisture content of soil is greater than 25%, the ratio 

coefficient is about 0.8. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn through the 

above research: 

Through the comparison and analysis of the 

environmental engineering model test and simulation 

results, the change trend of the displacement-load curve 

of both is basically the same, it is proved that the 

conclusion of the model test is reliable. According to the 

ecological test of undisturbed soil, it is observed that the 

compacted soil on the top of plate is tilted along the 

plate of pile, which is distributed upwards in a “heart-

shape”, which fully proves that the plate resistance using 

the sliding line theory to calculate is more in line with 

the actual environment. 

When the moisture content of soil is less than 22.2%, 

the uplift bearing capacity of the CEP pile is larger. In 

environmental engineering, when estimating the 

bearing capacity of concrete the expanded-plate pile, it 

should be multiplied by a coefficient more than 1. And 

when the soil moisture content is above 26%, the uplift 

bearing capacity of the CEP pile is smaller. In practical 

engineering, when estimating the bearing capacity of 

the CEP pile, it should be multiplied by a coefficient 

less than 1. 

The enlargement or reduction coefficient can be 

obtained through the comparison of the biggest bearing 

capacity of expanded-plate pile which is concluded from 

finite element analysis and calculation formula. 

Through the analysis, the ratio coefficient λ 

corresponding to different moisture content is 

different. When the moisture content of soil is less than 

19%, the ratio coefficient is close to 1.65, when the 

moisture content of soil is more than 20.5% and less 

than 22%, the ratio coefficient is close to 1.4, when the 

moisture content of soil is greater than 25%, the ratio 

coefficient is about 0.8. 
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Table 4. The biggest bearing capacity of different pile model 
No. Of  pile Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 

Biggest bearing capacity of 
simulation (KN) 

2200 2200 1800 1700 1200 900 800 700 

Biggest bearing capacity of 
calculation (KN) 

1352 1320 1247 1260 857 1150 1020 831 

 1.63 1.67 1.44 1.35 1.4 0.78 0.78 0.84 
 


